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BACKGROUND
The Comprehensive Economic Development Strategy committee (CEDS) is a group
of public and private leaders in the Lakes Region who have come together under an EDA
grant to perform a broad based, continuous planning process addressing economic
opportunities in the Lakes Region. The Lakes Region Planning Commission (LRPC) is
the EDA grant recipient and process manager. The New Economy sub-committee was
formed as one of six goals under the CEDS committee with a current agenda focused on
developing a plan to expand and improve broadband access within the Lakes Region.
SHS Consulting was invited to take part in two meetings to discuss the issues
associated with increasing broadband penetration in the region. Discussion items
included: committee study results, the Northern NH Technology and Telecommunication
Master Plan findings, the State of NH Broadband Action Plan, FairPoint’s network and
aggregation efforts, and an overview of an aggregation process implemented in southern
Illinois.
Recognizing that a number of studies have been conducted and numerous plans
implemented with the similar goal of improving broadband access, it was decided that the
first phase of the development of a broadband expansion plan should be focused on
benchmarking and information gathering in order to avoid wasted time and effort in
determining the best path forward. The goal of the phase one study is to identify an
approach that will serve as a platform for the development of a detailed regional
broadband expansion action plan.
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The following list of plans and programs were chosen for analysis:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

State of New Hampshire Broadband Action Plan
N.H. PUC broadband mandates
FairPoint’s regional broadband expansion plans
Southern Illinois broadband demand aggregation process
FairPoint’s “I want my broadband from FairPoint” program
Identify Regional Cable TV companies and research broadband expansion plans
Northern NH Technology Master Plan applicable action items

The following sections of this document detail the results of the research and analysis
of the existing broadband expansion studies, plans, and programs listed above.1

NETWORK AND BROADBAND TERMINOLOGY
Given the complexities of the technology discussed and the varied background of
readers, it is helpful to begin with a condensed tutorial of infrastructure, access, and a few
other terms which relate to this analysis in order to create a common level of
understanding. To limit confusion, the following description is based on a “hard wired”
or cabled approach for illustrative purposes only. Connectivity in this description could
also be wireless and serve the same purpose.
Infrastructure
When discussing the availability of infrastructure and access it is important to
understand that for analysis and design purposes the network providing broadband access
is split into three distinct components commonly referred to as the first, middle and last
mile. The first mile provides connections to the long-haul networks serving New
Hampshire, the country and the world. Confusion and misunderstanding normally exists
when discussing the differences between the mid-mile and last mile. The backbone or

1

Research conducted January 2009
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mid-mile network is the basic building block required to deliver broadband services to a
community. The last mile is the portion of the network that delivers services to the
individual end user.
The analogy of a highway system is commonly used when describing how services
are ultimately delivered to the end user. The community road system is analogous to
what the broadband industry calls the “Last Mile”. The last mile consists of the
transmission medium that provides an end user with access to the services offered by a
carrier. For example, the cable that runs down your local streets.
Continuing with this road analogy, Route 93 is the highway that connects towns and
regions. The telecommunications industry has a number of names for this portion of their
network; backhaul, backbone, middle mile. This infrastructure connects communities to
internet gateways through a series of collocation and access node facilities, which are the
technology equivalents of highway entrance and exit ramps.

END USER
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Open Access
Open access is a term used to describe a network infrastructure that supports
multiple broadband/internet access providers. Sticking with the highway analogy, this is
similar to a single road that both UPS and FEDEX trucks use to deliver packages to your
home. Access cannot be separated entirely from infrastructure as the two each require
the other to be meaningful.
•
•

Infrastructure without an access provider is just a cable in the ground with no
connection, or an antenna on the side of a building with no signal.
Access requires infrastructure to deliver the data.

In today’s world there are few examples of open access networks. For example, most
main streets today have a minimum of two fiber optic cables serving customers, one
provided by the telephone company and one provided by the cable TV company. In
reality it is highly likely that either one of the cables has enough capacity to provide
services for both companies.
Bandwidth
Access and associated capacity can also be defined and measured as bandwidth.
Bandwidth is the amount of data that can be transmitted and received over a particular
infrastructure.
If we view access as bandwidth, and bandwidth as the amount of data that can be
transmitted over a particular infrastructure, then perhaps the best place to begin our
analysis is by determining what we need today and tomorrow in order to make the region
competitive in the marketplace and the global knowledge economy. We can then mirror
the requirements against the existing infrastructure to identify the gaps that exist.
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Speed2
In order to put the topic of bandwidth into perspective, the following is a list of
examples of how speed affects the time it takes to complete common tasks on the
internet:
Sending an email with 2 Mb file attachment(s) (e.g., video clip, audio file, digital
photos, etc.)
• 56K Dial-up: over 5 minutes
• 256 Kbps upload: 1 minute
• 384 Kbps upload: 42 seconds
• 768 Kbps upload: 21 seconds
Uploading 20 medium-quality (e.g., 500 Kb each) digital photos to a website
• 56K Dial-up: almost half an hour
• 256K Kbps upload: 5 minutes
• 384 Kbps upload: 3 ½ minutes
• 768 Kbps upload: 2 minutes
Downloading a typical MP3 audio song (5Mb)
• 56K Dial-up: 13 minutes
• 256K download: 2 ½ minutes
• 1.5 Mbps download: < 30 seconds
• 3 Mbps download: < 15 seconds
• 4 Mbps download: 10 seconds
• 6 Mbps download: 7 seconds
The CEDS committee’s long term high-speed goal for a single home or business is
20-50 Mbps. How does this goal fit with other agencies? The following excerpt
regarding this topic is taken from the State of New Hampshire Broadband Action Plan
that was released last summer.
On the federal level the FCC is the entity that has defined broadband and
collected data on broadband availability. On March 19, 2008, the FCC
announced new definitions for broadband. This update reflects recognition that
the FCC’s previous definition had become outdated and that broadband is an

2

Broadband vocabulary: Bit=binary digit (0 or 1); bps=bits per second; kbps=kilobits per second (1000);
Mbps=megabits per second (1 million); Tbps= terabits per second (1 trillion).
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important issue to the U.S. economy. The general FCC definition for broadband
is as follows:
The term “broadband” refers to advanced communications systems capable of
providing high-speed transmission of services such as data, voice, and video
over the Internet and other networks. Transmission is provided by a wide range
of technologies, including digital subscriber line and fiber optic cable, coaxial
cable, wireless technology, and satellite. Broadband platforms make possible
the convergence of voice, video, and data services onto a single network.3
On March 19, 2008, the FCC addressed the previous definition of 200 kbps with
new definitions for broadband speeds, and reinforced the need to identify where
broadband services are, and are not, available in the U.S.
Below are the new FCC speed definitions for broadband4:
Tier
1st Generation Data
Basic Broadband Tier 1
Broadband Tier 2
Broadband Tier 3
Broadband Tier 4
Broadband Tier 5
Broadband Tier 6
Broadband Tier 7

Bandwidth
200 kbps to 768 kbps
768 kbps to 1.5 Mbps
1.5 Mbps to 3 Mbps
3 Mbps to 6 Mbps
6 Mbps to 10 Mbps
10 Mbps to 25 Mbps
25 Mbps to 100 Mbps
Greater than 100 Mbps

What is interesting is that instead of picking one speed to define broadband, the
FCC instead selected a tiered structure that begins with basic broadband at 768
kbps, and scales to speeds greater than 100 Mbps. By selecting a tiered
definition, it is less likely that it will become outdated as quickly as the previous
200 kbps definition did.
Many states have been actively working on addressing the issue of broadband
availability and affordability through initiatives, public authorities, and policy
making. Five states were researched: Kentucky, Maine, Maryland,
Massachusetts, and Vermont. The following table summarizes how each of the
five states currently defines broadband:
State Name
Kentucky

3
4

State definition of broadband
Uses the original FCC definition of 200 kbps in one
direction.

http://www.fcc.gov/broadband/
http://www.fcc.gov/WCB_031908_open_meeting_slides.pdf
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State Name
Maine

State definition of broadband
The ConnectME Authority has a definition of 500
kbps.
Not clearly defined.
Maryland
Massachusetts A connection that can deliver 1 Mbps download
speed, and does include satellite.
The Vermont Telecommunications Authority (“VTA”)
Vermont
has set a goal of having broadband speeds of 1.5
Mbps by 2010.
In New Hampshire, broadband is not defined by a specific speed or rate. The Action Plan
suggests following the FCC approach of focusing on the usage and application drivers
rather than a fixed number.
A goal of this project was to provide a specific definition for broadband for this
report based on what other state research and feedback received from
questionnaires and forums. After researching how other states have defined it,
hearing from stakeholders at the regional forums, and considering other best
practices, it became evident that assigning a fixed number to define broadband
as part of this report may be short sighted and not in the best interest of
developing the Broadband Action Plan. Instead, the Broadband Action Plan
Steering Committee decided to develop a framework for New Hampshire in this
report rather than a strict definition and has set an objective in the
recommendations section of this report to identify a more specific definition of
broadband.
Based upon research, feedback from questionnaires and the regional forums, the
framework for broadband should include the following characteristics:
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾

Critical Infrastructure – broadband must be viewed as critical
infrastructure, not unlike roads, electricity or water.
Reliable – broadband must be reliable and consistent. This is
particularly important for economic development as businesses rely
on web-based services.
Always On – Unlike “dial-up” Internet access, broadband must be
always on and provide sustainable bandwidth speeds for the enduser.
Based on Application Drivers – the definition of broadband and
broadband speed should be driven by the applications and services
that will be used with it.
High-Speed – broadband should be fast enough to allow end users
to use the applications and services they need.
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¾
¾

Latency5 – broadband should have low latency.
Routinely Updated – the definition of broadband should be
routinely reviewed and updated according to the current demand
and application usage. Having a static definition for broadband
speed will not be effective.

Reliability and Redundancy
The NH Action Plan definition above calls for the need of reliable broadband
infrastructure as a particularly important criterion for economic development. However
the report does not discuss the importance of redundancy as it relates to service
reliability. Redundancy is another term that requires some explanation. Here again, the
examples used are based on a “hard wired” or cabled network for illustrative purposes
only. The same basic principles apply to wireless networks.
Redundancy and reliability are the topics of many meetings between
telecommunications carriers and businesses. The majority of these discussions center on
the diversity of the cable facilities associated with the local loop (last mile) and the
equipment located on premises, since that is where the majority of service interruptions
occur. Most businesses also recognize that the majority of their services are provisioned
via the local cable facilities of the incumbent carrier (FairPoint), regardless of their
service vendor. Few consider redundancy or route diversity as it applies to
intercommunity (mid-mile) facilities.
The terrestrial backbone network of cable companies (Metrocast, Time Warner, etc.)
is typically owned and maintained by the cable franchise and only used to provision their
service offerings. The focus of this discussion is on FairPoint’s existing interoffice

5

SHS Consulting footnote: Latency is a term used to describe time or transmission delay in association
with connectivity.
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network since it is the only end-end intercommunity fiber optic open access transport
network in New Hampshire today.
In the world of fiber optic networks, there are a number of architectures utilized to
deploy the enormous bandwidth capacity in an efficient manner. The architecture that
provides the greatest level of protection against catastrophic failure (sometimes referred
to as backhoe fade) is SONET (Synchronous Optical Network). This type of network is
normally deployed in a dual ring configuration, one serving as the primary path and the
other as backup. The network elements on the ring are add-drop multiplexes (ADM)6
which have the ability to distribute bandwidth easily at any point along the ring. These
ADMs are simultaneously connected to both the primary and secondary rings. In the
event that the primary ring fails the ADMs detect the failure and wrap or switch to seal
the ring within 50 milliseconds. This capability is known as automatic protection
switching or more commonly called self healing.

Most carriers will not share an actual network route map citing security and
competitive reasons. Network maps that are available on websites or provided during
6

On and off ramps using our highway analogy.
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sales visits are known as “logical” maps used for illustration purposes only. The
following network map was provided by G4 Communications7.

Although this is only a logical network route map it provides an excellent depiction of
the differences between the intercommunity network available in northern vs. southern

7

It should be noted that G4 has been exceptionally generous with both time and information during
the research of this topic.
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New Hampshire from a redundancy perspective. Referencing the map, it is easy to see the
ring topology in the southern part of the state as compared to the northern section.
Broadband Service Types
From a service perspective, mixes of up to three classes of wireline based broadband
services are available within every town in the Lakes Region area: DSL, Cable Modem,
and Dedicated Access8. The following is a high level description of each of these
services.
DSL Broadband Internet Access
DSL is the abbreviation for Digital Subscriber Loop. Connection speeds vary with
this type of service; however, downstream rates are usually higher than the upstream
rates. Since the Internet is largely used for web surfing, research and the like, the
requirement to download information is greater than to upload information. Therefore, a
service that provides greater download speeds and reduced upload speeds is appropriate
for many applications. DSL speeds are generally expressed as asymmetric DSL (ADSL),
when the upstream and downstream rates differ; or symmetric DSL (SDSL), when the
upstream and downstream rates are the same. Generally speaking, the price varies by
speed and symmetrical services are more expensive than asymmetrical service. It is
important to note that this type of service is distance sensitive and does not typically
come with Service Level Guarantees relative to the speed rates. The service is delivered
via “best effort”, primarily due to last mile distance and serving arrangement issues.

8

Availability to individual subscribers is dependent on a range of network deployment factors that would
require individual line analysis.
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Cable Broadband Internet Access
Cable Modems are typically utilized by cable TV to offer internet access. Service
download offerings can reach 10-30 Mbps, but usually upload at a slower rate. Cable
Broadband access is a shared service, which means that multiple users simultaneously
logged on will share network resources. Therefore, in heavy use periods there is often
some degradation of service. Although the touted speeds are not realized during high use
periods, cable modems are not distance sensitive like their DSL counterparts. However,
the services are not always available in a given franchise area because cable companies
utilize a homes/mile ratio to cost justify the deployment of digital (last mile) facilities.
Dedicated Access
Dedicated Access is a service designed for customers requiring more reliability and
increased access speed. These services generally include Service Level Agreements
(SLA) that guarantee circuit availability up to 99.9% of the time. There are a variety of
speeds offered by carriers from 128Kbps to over 155Mbps depending on the serving
structure. Transmission rates are depicted using digital (DS) and optical (OC) bandwidth
levels; however, the following are the most common dedicated service options:
•

T1 – A T1 line produces a high speed symmetric broadband connection, operating
at about 1.5 Mbps. (million bits per second in both directions). Most T1 users are
small and medium sized companies that require high speed and the ability to send
and receive large files.

•

T3 lines provide incredibly fast connectivity, operating at 45 Mbps. (million bits
per second in both directions). Most T3 lines are used by large companies and
institutions with high data requirements. Many computers can be connected to
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the Internet or transmit data at the same time without the speed being significantly
affected.
Now that we have reviewed most of the terms that cause confusion and
misunderstandings, the following sections contain summaries of the plans and programs
that were chosen for analysis:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

State of New Hampshire Broadband Action Plan
N.H. PUC broadband mandates
FairPoint’s regional broadband expansion plans
Southern Illinois broadband demand aggregation process
FairPoint’s “I want my broadband from FairPoint” program
Identify Regional Cable TV companies and research broadband expansion plans
Northern NH Technology Master Plan applicable action items

STATE of NEW HAMPSHIRE BROADBAND ACTION PLAN
In August of 2008, the Department of Resources and Economic Development
(DRED) issued a broadband action plan for the state of New Hampshire9. The goal of the
planning project was to meet the following objectives:
¾ Define critical terms and set appropriate expectations.
¾ Gain input from various project stakeholders representing government, industry,
education, non-profits, broadband providers, and households.
¾ “Connect the dots” between the stakeholders, previous efforts, and current
broadband initiatives.
¾ Identify practical, actionable recommendations that provide a framework to increase
statewide broadband availability and affordability.
¾ Provide State policymakers with research and information that can be used in policy
and decision making.
Michael Vlacich, Director of the Division of Economic Development, commissioned
the project and established a steering committee comprised of members of the
9

Information in this section is taken directly from The State of New Hampshire Broadband Action Plan
issued June 30, 2008.
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Telecommunications Advisory Board (TAB) to provide guidance over project scope,
decision making, and provide continuous involvement and participation throughout the
project.
The plan outlined (5) general findings and twenty-five (25) broadband action items to
be completed within the next three years. Summarized as follows:
¾ In today’s world, broadband is a critical infrastructure for both businesses and citizens.
The challenge of ensuring that the State of New Hampshire’s citizens and organizations
have adequate levels of broadband to compete in the 21st century economy will require a
consistent and sustainable framework that will include: evaluating best practices,
encouraging public-private partnerships where necessary, and understanding both the
supply (deployment challenges) and demand (usage of broadband to spur further
deployment) dynamics in the State.
¾ The State is well positioned to compete in the New Economy. The State of New
Hampshire when compared to its more rural neighbors fairs well in most indices with
regards to technology capacity, innovation, and digital communications. Overall the
State is more comparable to its southern neighbor and other top ranking states.
¾ Leadership on broadband issues can be improved, however; there is not a lack of effort
in the broadband issue. DRED, the State’s Telecommunications Advisory Board (TAB),
and others have worked hard to ensure that broadband is an issue that must be addressed
in New Hampshire. To this end, the State needs to evaluate the feasibility of creating a
centralized, leadership function to ensure that broadband initiatives and projects are well
coordinated.
¾ State Government has opportunities to realize cost savings and improve operational
efficiencies that could help alleviate some of the current budget challenges. These
include, but are not limited to, an increased utilization of broadband technologies such
as videoconferencing, and an opportunity to upgrade State communications technologies.
¾ Goodwill has been created through this process that should be leveraged and maximized
going forward. In conducting this effort the Department of Resources and Economic
Development (“DRED”) and its representatives have met with and heard from over 350
people representing citizens, businesses, broadband providers, local and state
government, and non-profits from healthcare, education, and other fields.
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#

Action Item

Category

1

Develop an independent function to
provide leadership and coordination of
broadband initiatives in the State of New
Hampshire.

2

Streamline the wireless facility siting process.

3

Remove barriers to State rights of way (ROW)
access.

4

Identify new financial resources to support
broadband initiatives.
Evaluate the feasibility of creating
broadband services fund.

5

TAB
Subcommittee
Legislative
Subcommittee

Priority

Government &
Regulatory
Government &
Supply

Government
Subcommittee
Supply
Subcommittee

Critical

Government &
Supply
Regulatory

Supply
Subcommittee
Regulatory
Subcommittee

Critical

Regulatory

Regulatory
Subcommittee
Legislative
Subcommittee

Critical

Legislative

a

Critical

Critical

Critical

6

Improve utility pole access.

7

Provide incentives for last mile deployment in
unserved and underserved areas.

Government &
Legislative

8

Leverage existing resources to support the
Broadband Action Plan.

Demand

Demand
Subcommittee

High

9

Develop model permitting standards
collaboratively with local government.
Engage regional planning commission’s to
collect data and coordinate broadband
efforts.
Foster a cooperative relationship with
broadband vendors.

Government &
Supply
Government &
Supply

Supply
Subcommittee
Supply
Subcommittee

High

Supply and
Government

Supply
Subcommittee

High

Legislative

Legislative
Subcommittee

High

Supply

Supply
Subcommittee

High

All

Supply
Subcommittee
Government
Subcommittee

High

10
11
12

Restructure and Refocus the
Telecommunications Advisory Board (TAB)
through a Subcommittee Structure.

13

Partner with an appropriate Geographic
Information Services (GIS) organization.

14

Take advantage of the State's location to
identify new backhaul infrastructure.
Engage local government in developing and
supporting broadband initiatives.

15

Government

16

Evaluate State government opportunities.

Government

17

Support efforts to provide all libraries,
schools, and town halls with a broadband
connection.

Government &
Legislature

18

Develop broadband and digital literacy
awareness programs.

19
20

Government
Subcommittee
Government
Subcommittee

Critical

High

Medium
Medium
Medium

Demand

Demand
Subcommittee

Medium

Monitor and continually seek ways to improve
the State’s national rankings for broadband.

Government

Government
Subcommittee

Medium

Create a broadband website for users,
providers, and researchers.

Government

Government
Subcommittee

Medium
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#
21
22

Action Item

Category

TAB
Subcommittee

Priority

Re-examine the High Speed Heroes project
completed in July 2007.
Align Broadband Initiatives
with the
Governor’s Smart Growth Policy.

Demand

Demand
Subcommittee
Government
Subcommittee

Medium

Government
&
Demand

Demand
Subcommittee

Medium

Demand

Demand
Subcommittee

Medium

Government

BAP Steering
Committee

Medium

23

Provide annual regional forums for citizen
input of, and feedback on broadband
initiatives, utilizing the methodology used for
this project.

24

Evaluate the feasibility of implementing a
school laptop and computer recycling
initiatives for at least some portions of the
State of New Hampshire.
.

25

Measure
the
success
of
BAP
recommendations through an annual (or
semi-annual) survey.

Government

Medium

A review of the plan revealed two action items (#1&10 highlighted above) that could
have a direct impact on the work of the Planning Commission.
Action Item 1
Develop an independent function to provide leadership and coordination of broadband
initiatives in the State of New Hampshire.
Currently, the State of New Hampshire does not have a central entity responsible for
leading the coordination and facilitation of broadband availability and affordability. Many
other states that were researched have created a central broadband entity that is
responsible for increasing broadband deployment, data collection, mapping efforts, and
coordination of broadband initiatives. Each state has set up their broadband entity in a
different fashion, but examples include: creating a position in an existing state agency;
creating a position in the Governor’s office; creating an independent broadband public
authority; and creating a non-profit entity. Each option has advantages and disadvantages,
but the underlying benefit and reason for the centralized broadband entity is to provide
leadership and coordination on the topic of broadband, and increase visibility to
stakeholders.
Recommendation:
The State of New Hampshire should have a “point person” who is solely focused on
improving broadband throughout the state. The State of New Hampshire should create an
independent broadband entity to coordinate and lead broadband initiatives. Our
recommendation is that the State of New Hampshire seeks to establish an independent NH
broadband entity with powers not dissimilar from the Vermont Telecom Authority, the
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ConnectME Authority, or the pending legislation to create a Massachusetts Broadband
Institute. Potentially, a public organization would have greater opportunity to create and
support public-private partnerships. Below is a list of possible responsibilities for a
broadband entity, mechanisms to begin the process, and pros and cons for this type of
organization.
Responsibilities for the proposed broadband entity:
¾ Define critical terms including: unserved, underserved, and what is broadband.
¾ Collection of broadband availability data from broadband providers.
¾ Creation, dissemination, and updating of broadband availability maps and databases.
¾ Coordination of broadband initiatives throughout the State.
¾ Provide grant funding for local broadband initiatives in unserved and underserved
areas.
¾ Coordinate State agency efforts that are related to or could be leveraged for broadband
deployment.
¾ Have unencumbered rights to all state assets in support of broadband deployment.
¾ Identify unserved and underserved areas.
¾ Promote initiatives to increase broadband demand and usage. For example, digital
literacy programs.
¾ Work with private sector vendors to ensure that public sector initiatives do not impede
private investment that would expand broadband services in unserved and underserved
regions of New Hampshire.
Organizational Structure and Funding:
¾ Executive Director - The broadband entity will need an experienced, influential, and
strong leader with depth of professional experience in technical, financial, and
administrative skills.
¾ Administrative Position - The organization should have at least one administrative
position to support operations.
¾ Project Manager – The organization would best be served if in addition to the above
two positions, the proposed entity had a project manager to coordinate the activities of
the entity (for example, infrastructure mapping activities, grants applications, etc.).
¾ The entity should have an independent board of directors that would be chosen by the
Governor and/or Legislature and be expected to take an active role in formulating the
entity’s evolving strategy. Most if not all of the inaugural board members should be
selected from the existing Telecommunications Advisory Board to provide continuity.
¾ The organization would need a sustainable funding mechanism to provide an operating
budget and funding source. Initial startup funding for the entity should be provided
either from State funds and/or by seeking federal grant funding.
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¾ Ongoing funding will need to be established for the new organization. Based on
research, other states that have established these organizations have often relied on
revenue generated from some, or all, broadband providers, regardless of service
offering or technology. Funding will be required for staff and operational expenses,
and if possible should provide monies for awarding grants to broadband initiatives.
¾ The entity may need to have some level of statewide bonding capacity.
¾ Any proposed entity should not be created without constraints. The organization should
be allotted a five year opportunity to prove its effectiveness. At the end of that time, the
organization would be required to “reapply” to the State Legislature for continued
operations.
Advantages of an Independent Entity
¾ Independent entity from the State government that has no particular conflict of interest
or bias that other State agencies may have.
¾ Research indicates that broadband providers are more willing to cooperate with third
party entities (Freedom of Information Act – FOIA) based upon state research.
¾ Centralized leadership that provides a common face to the State of New Hampshire’s
broadband efforts.
Disadvantages of an Independent Entity
¾ May be difficult to establish due to current political and budgetary constraints.
¾ Perceived lack of control by State government could dissuade cooperation with existing
State agencies.
¾ Unique skill set is needed to lead entity, which may make it difficult to fill the position.
Although an independent broadband entity is the suggested approach based upon the
findings of this project, an alternative approach may be necessary based upon the
challenges inherent with creating a new public organization with the level of autonomy that
this entity would require. One alternative could be to create a new Director position within
NH DRED to lead and coordinate broadband issues. However, one drawback to this
approach is the lack of autonomy that the Director would have in making independent
decisions. Another option may be establishing a broadband liaison position in the office of
the Governor to further research the economic and political viability of creating the
independent entity while continuing to bring greater coordination and visibility to
broadband issues.
Regardless of the path chosen, it is recommended that the State of New Hampshire
improve the level of leadership, visibility, and coordination that it provides on broadband
matters to make progress on the broadband issue. Without a greater focus on broadband,
the State could be surpassed by other states that are currently focusing more resources on
this important economic development and quality of life issue
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Action Item 10
Engage regional planning commission’s to collect data and coordinate broadband
efforts.
Action Item 1 recommends the creation of a broadband entity for New Hampshire
with responsibility to coordinate the broadband efforts throughout the state. New
Hampshire will continue to have a strong local flavor when it comes to broadband
initiatives and efforts. Action Item 10 recommends that this new organization work with the
local governments in supporting local broadband initiatives. A third organization that
should have a role in data collection and coordination of broadband efforts is the various
state regional planning commissions.
Recommendation
The Broadband Entity should work collaboratively with the regional planning
commissions in the coordination of broadband efforts and data collection. By partnering
with the regional planning commissions and the local governments (Action Item 15), the
broadband entity would have a state-wide, regional, and local focus on broadband
initiatives. As the outreach efforts discovered, New Hampshire already has ongoing
broadband initiatives that have local, regional, and state-wide impact on broadband
availability and affordability.
If broadband is going to be seen as a critical infrastructure, the State should review
the existing Statute RSA 674:2 that outlines Master Planning requirements for
municipalities and determine how to possibly better incorporate broadband planning into
these efforts.
SHS Follow-Up Activities and Observations
A call was placed to Michael Vlacich, Director of the Division of Economic
Development, to arrange a meeting to discuss the plan with specific focus on the two action
items highlighted above. Unfortunately, Mr. Vlacich has assumed a new position as state
staff director working with newly elected U.S. Senator Jeanne Shaheen and was not
available.
I was referred to the chairperson of the Telecommunications Advisory Board (TAB)
and member of the Action Plan Steering Committee: Lisa Thorne, Verizon Director of
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Economic Development. Lisa stated that the plan is currently tabled pending appointment
of the new Director of the Division of Economic Development.
In addition, I met with District 2 State Senator Deb Reynolds, who is also a member
of the TAB, to inquire about the “legislative/political” status of items 1 and 10. Deb
informed me that she is the sponsor of SB-159 which establishes the position of Director of
Broadband Technology Planning and Development in the Department of Resources and
Economic Development. The director’s duties include the development of a comprehensive
broadband plan for the state of New Hampshire. She stated that she was hopeful that the
bill will pass but cautioned that the state faces major financial challenges and funding is
contingent upon the receipt of grants or federal funds.
Subsequent to the January research and associated meetings, the American Recovery
and Reinvestment Act of 2009 was signed into law. The stimulus plan allocates $7.2
billion to promote high-speed Internet programs. The majority of the funding will be used
to increase broadband access in rural, unserved, and underserved areas. Additionally,
funding is provided to support community programs that encourage broadband adoption in
low-income communities, for initiatives that expand public community centers capacity
and to fund the development of a national broadband map. The National
Telecommunication and Information Administration (NTIA) and the Rural Utility Service
(RUS) will be charged with distributing the grants and loans.
On March 12th SB-159 was amended to reflect no fiscal impact based on the
projection of funds received pursuant to the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of
2009, H.R. 1, 111th Cong. (2009).
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N.H. PUC BROADBAND MANDATES
The deployment of broadband and regulation of internet service providers is beyond
the regulatory jurisdiction of the New Hampshire Public Service Commission; however
FairPoint’s commitment to building out a broadband network throughout New Hampshire
was a major issue in the recent franchise transfer case and final agreement stipulations.10 The
following excerpts are taken from the final order:
Order Approving Settlement Agreement with Conditions
FairPoint agreed to spend at least $56.4 million within five years of the closing on
broadband infrastructure in New Hampshire.

FairPoint agreed to provide Broadband Availability to 75 percent of its access lines
in New Hampshire within 18 months of the closing and 85 percent of its access lines
within 24 months of that date. FairPoint also agreed to provide Broadband Availability
to 95 percent of its New Hampshire access lines within 60 months of the closing, with
that availability including a minimum of 75 percent Broadband Availability to access
lines in “UNE Zone 3 exchanges.11
The term “Broadband Availability” has a specific definition in the settlement
agreement: the ability to provide within a normal service installation interval: (i) not less
than 1.5 megabits per second (Mbps) of bandwidth for distances up to 22,000 feet from a
DSL-equipped central office or wire center, and (ii) not less than 764 kilobits per second
(kbps) of bandwidth beyond 22,000 feet.
The order also contained the following statements relative to the subject of FIOS
and other fiber based technologies:
FairPoint Comments
FairPoint further contends that because it will be creating infrastructure capable of
delivering IPTV and other services beyond the traditional internet access that economic
reality supports opting for DSL-based service as opposed to awaiting a fiber-based
buildout that is unlikely to attract investor capital to rural areas, given the long distances
and sometimes difficult terrain in those areas.
PUC Comments
Although fiber-based technologies, as some commenters contend, might, in the
abstract, provide the more attractive technology, there is no factual basis in the record
10

New Hampshire docket DT 07-011- Order no. 24,823 dated Feb. 25,2008 Approving Settlement
Agreement with Conditions
11

UNE Zone 3 exchanges” are exchanges located in rural areas.
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for rejecting the transaction because FairPoint will not commit to fiber in the near term.
Moreover, we are compelled to address a recurring theme in many of the comments filed
in this case, which pursue the faulty line of reasoning that rejecting the transaction will
somehow result in Verizon rolling out fiber in New Hampshire. The facts are clearly
otherwise as demonstrated by the testimony of Verizon witness Smith who testified that
New Hampshire, Maine and Vermont are not priority states for Verizon and that Verizon
intends to focus the roll-out of its FIOS product in bigger markets

FAIRPOINT’S REGIONAL BB EXPANSION PLANS
Bruce Ballantyne, FairPoint Vice President of Broadband Deployment, provided a
detailed overview of FairPoint’s broadband expansion plans that include DSL upgrades
as well as a major upgrade of the core network12 summarized below.
Core Backbone Network Infrastructure
FairPoint Northern New England
Internet Protocol Multi Protocol Label Switching Network
The next generation network (NGN) consists of three distinct networks: the core
network, the transport aggregation network and the edge network. The core or backbone
network carries traffic within each state as well as regionally across all three northern
New England states. This all fiber network provides an interface for services such as
Internet access, video networks, Internet2 for higher education and research institutions,
and local area networks, metropolitan area networks, and virtual private networks to
connect businesses.
The state of the art next generation IP/MPLS backbone network is designed to be
the catalyst for providing leading edge Carrier Ethernet and IP/MPLS services to
businesses and enterprise throughout the Northern New England region and beyond. The
IPMPLS backbone has the capacity to forward over 550 terabits of data in the core
network.
The new IP/MPLS backbone network will be the foundational infrastructure
utilized to scale our current suite of residential, business and wholesale services. The
new network infrastructure will enable FairPoint to efficiently roll out cost effective
business IP services with the ability to secure, prioritize and segregate customer network
traffic based on the specific requirements of the customer. The new network will enable
FairPoint to provide diverse network protection and provide the ability to offer stringent
service level agreements to meet the increasing communication needs of our customers.
FairPoint’s new IP/MPLS backbone will provide customers with cost effective leading
edge services designed specifically to solidify FairPoint as the preferred network
provider for businesses and enterprises in the Northern New England region.
The network will enable IP Virtual Private Networking services and provide
ubiquitous coverage of Carrier Ethernet connectivity across the region. Customers will
have the capability to segregate and prioritize external network traffic to ensure security
and deterministic transport of mission critical business information. The services being
12

Attachment 1 depicts the current FairPoint core inter office network (IOF).
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developed are designed to meet the stringent requirements for the following vertical
markets in the region,
Federal, State and Local Government
Healthcare
Higher Education
Finance
Research & Development
K-12
The main benefits for customers utilizing the new network will be the reduction of
network complexity and overall cost. Customers will also benefit from having the ability
to upgrade and add connections easily and quicker than traditional network
infrastructures allowing business to change and grow quickly to meet the needs of their
customers. Carrier Ethernet and IP MPLS has the capability to provide more enhanced
services for a fraction of the cost of private lines and legacy networks like ATM and
frame relay. The NGN network will allow FairPoint to provide the followings services to
our customers,
Scalable bandwidth options ranging from 1 MegaBits Per Second to over 10
GigaBits Per Second of performance
IP MPLS VPN Capabilities
Virtual Private LAN Services
Quality of Service Enhancements
Ethernet Virtual Circuits
VoIP Telephony Services
Converged Data and Telephony Services
Digital Subscriber Loop (DSL)
DSL is typically discussed in the context of a “last mile” customer service offering
due to its distance sensitivity (3-4 miles), however, advances in technology have
extended the reach to the point of potentially providing broadband access to historically
unserved communities.
Unfortunately, most people familiar with DSL have perceptions formed by their
experience with the Verizon service offerings in New Hampshire, rather than based on
technology advancements related to this serving arrangement. ADSL2+ is the next
generation of broadband with increased speeds13 that allow the user to download large
files, utilize the service for graphic intensive online gaming, online streaming TV and
13

The current maximum download and upload speeds for ADSL2+ are 24Mbps and 1Mbps respectively.
Actual speed is subject to facility related issues.
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radio, VOIP phone service, as well as new applications and services currently being
developed for high speed connections.
FairPoint currently deploys ADSL2+ in their “historical existing” franchise areas,
and plans to utilize this platform to upgrade the DSL service offerings in all exchanges
within their “recently acquired” New Hampshire franchise area. This includes exchanges
like Sandwich (476) which does not currently have access to DSL services.
This major upgrade will also have a major impact on the commonly held “last
mile” perception related to the distance limitations of DSL. Standard telephony cable
engineering design criteria calls for the placement of remote terminals (RT) with
associated line concentration electronics called digital line carrier (DLC) to service
clusters of customers located a distance away from the main switching office.14
Technological developments in this area have led to the development of the next
generation of DLC (NGDLC) that has the capability of extending the reach of DSL
significantly. Basically, with this technology installed at an RT site, DSL reach is
extended to a 3-4 mile range beyond the RT rather than measured from the switching
office.
This application has obvious benefits in communities that currently have DSL
offerings; however, the benefits extend to other unserved communities as well.
A typical switching central office in NH serves communities beyond the town
boundary associated with the community where the switching office is located. These
extended boundaries are called exchange boundaries and are defined by the numbering
prefix. For example, the town of Holderness is served by the (536) exchange located in
Plymouth and the (968) exchange located in Ashland. Presently, customers living in close
14

RTs are normally placed a maximum of 12,000 feet from the switching office.
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proximity to the Plymouth and Ashland switching offices have access to DSL.
Unfortunately, the entire town of Holderness is beyond the reach of this service.
However, local service is provided to portions of Holderness via RT’s served from both
exchanges. FairPoint engineers are currently analyzing the RT infrastructure of
approximately 50 terminals within the Lakes Region Planning Commission area to
evaluate the upgrade capabilities, including the existing RT sites in Holderness in order to
extend broadband penetration.

UNDERSERVED AREAS
AVAILABILITY VS REACH
•Exchange vs Town Boundaries
• Central Office Reach
• DSL 18K feet
• Remote Terminal Reach
•DSL 12K feet + 18K feet

SHS Observation
FairPoint’s interoffice network (IOF) serving the lakes region (Attachment 1) is
deployed in a ring topology which should offer adequate redundancy. The IOF is also an
open access network providing route diversity options to other carriers. The planned core
network upgrades should also provide adequate bandwidth capacity to the region. The
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last mile appears to be the regional bottleneck. The DSL deployment plans outlined
above should provide some relief. The question of how FairPoint will prioritize these
upgrades is a concern. FairPoint’s answer is prioritization based on demand, utilizing a
model based on a demand aggregation process developed in Southern Illinois.

S. ILLINOIS BROADBAND DEMAND AGGREGATION PROCESS
Frank Knott and Tom Terry, principles of ViTAL Economy Inc. developed and
implemented the demand aggregation process in an economically depressed 20 county
area located in southern Illinois. The ultimate goal of the program is to improve the area
economy through the expansion of broadband connectivity. Quantitative specific goals:
a. Generate $1B in new wages, 40% reduction in poverty, 20% increase
average wages - $3M investment
b. Increase broadband (defined as 1MB) penetration to 54% by 2012
• Interim penetration goals: 2007:17% - 2008:24% - 2009: 31%
The “how” involves three action items:
1) Encourage investment in the infrastructure, 2) convince Southern Illinoisans
that they need high speed broadband access, and 3) encourage residents to use this
infrastructure to grow our economy.
Bottom line, in order to improve penetration in underserved areas, access
providers need an incentive to build the infrastructure. Carriers are skeptical of “build it
and they will come” approaches. Success is dependent on the ability to form and facilitate
a partnership between business, residents, and service providers, each playing a critical
role. In Southern Illinois the local University is the champion of the project, assuming the
leadership role associated with developing and implementing plans focused on each of
the action items listed above. Simplistically and at a very high level the plan involves:
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1) Getting “buy-in” from all parties through an extensive marketing/education
process.
2) Obtaining funding. In this case the funding came from local organizations and
businesses.
3) Conduct demand surveys, aggregate and map results.
4) Provide results to access providers to stimulate interest and infrastructure
investment commitments.
5) Develop regional specific strategy and associated implementation plans.
6) Implementation oversight and results tracking. Demonstrate success.
The demand aggregation and mapping component of the process is a critical
success factor. Collecting accurate and timely demand data from a statistically valid
critical mass of residents and businesses is difficult, requiring a great deal of coordination
effort on the part of the steering and implementation committee. It is hard work, however,
the results provides a powerful tool to convince carriers to invest, prioritize and build
infrastructure.
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In Southern Illinois, over $24 million in new network investments have been
made as a result of CSI initiative. Highlights include:
• Over 30 new central offices now have DSL capabilities
• Coverage has improved from 25% to 41%
• 15 new towns will now have broadband via fixed wireless
• Cable providers have added five new towns
For more details concerning the “Connect SI” program visit their website:
http://www.connectsi.us/index1.html

THE FAIRPOINT “I want my broadband from FairPoint” PROGRAM
In addition to the physical network upgrades described above, FairPoint is also
incorporating a unique approach to traditional planning and prioritization by
incorporating an aggregation process modeled after the process implemented in Southern
Illinois. In this case the service provider is committed to increased broadband penetration
and is using the aggregation process as a prioritizing tool.
The company who developed the process, ViTAL Economy, is working on the
project with FairPoint. The data collection form (attachment 2) can be accessed on the
following website:
http://www.iwantmybroadbandfromfairpoint.com/
SHS Observation
It does not appear that the process has gained much traction here in New
Hampshire. There could be a number of reasons; however, when comparing this program
with the Southern Illinois program it appears that a partnership between the service
provider and the users seems to be lacking at this time.
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REGIONAL CABLE TV BROADBAND EXPANSION PLANS
There are three cable providers serving towns within the Lakes Region Planning
Commission area: Metrocast, Time Warner, and Comcast. Jeff Drapeau from Metrocast
was very helpful, however numerous contacts with a number of individuals from Time
Warner and Metrocast was totally unproductive.
Basically, each town negotiates a franchise agreement with the cable provider
which normally includes a section regarding the expansion of service offerings that are
generally based on density ratios (subscribers/houses per mile). Metrocast provided the
following breakdown of expansion density requirements for the communities they serve:

Alexandria – Density of Ten (10) Full Time Subscribers per mile of cable facilities, with a
one year Service commitment.
Alton – Density of Ten (10) Full Time Subscribers per mile of cable facilities, with a one
year Service commitment, payable in advance.
Barnstead – Density of Ten (10) Full Time Subscribers per mile of cable facilities, with a
one year Service commitment.
Belmont – Density of Ten (10) Full Time Subscribers per mile of cable facilities, with a
one year Service commitment, payable in advance.
Bridgewater – Density of Ten (10) Full Time Subscribers per mile of cable facilities, with
a one year Service commitment.
Bristol – If a Drop of more than two hundred feet (200’) is required, there may be an
additional charge based on the actual Cost for the extra footage above two hundred feet
(200’).
Center Harbor – CTV may be required to construct plant facilities in those non-cabled
areas of the town abutting areas being served by CTV provided the number of year-round
residents agreeing to subscribe, in advance for a minimum period of one (1) year, its
“basic” entry level of service in such non-cabled area is sufficient to produce, from the
“Basic” monthly charge, annual revenues in an amount no less than fifteen percent
(15%) of the cost of constructing said facilities.
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Gilford – Density of Ten (10) Full Time Subscribers per mile of cable facilities, with a
one year Service commitment, payable in advance.
Gilmanton – Density of Ten (10) Full Time Subscribers per mile of cable facilities, with a
one year Service commitment, payable in advance.
Hebron – Density of Ten (10) Full Time Subscribers per mile of cable facilities, with a
one year Service commitment.
Laconia – Density of Ten (10) Full Time Subscribers per mile of cable facilities, with a
one year Service commitment, payable in advance.
Meredith – Density of Ten (10) Full Time Subscribers per mile of cable facilities, with a
one year Service commitment, payable in advance.
New Hampton – Density of Ten (10) Full Time Subscribers per mile of cable facilities,
with a one year Service commitment.
Northfield – Density of Ten (10) Full Time Subscribers per mile of cable facilities, with a
one year Service commitment, payable in advance.
Sanbornton – Cable service will be extended to areas in the Town where there is a
minimum of fifteen (15) subscribers per mile of cable to be installed.
Tilton – Nothing specified in Franchise Agreement
Wolfeboro – Density of Twenty (20) units per mile or fractional proportion thereof, in
either case measured from the then nearest active feeder plant of the Cable System.

NORTHERN NH MASTER PLAN APPLICABLE ACTION ITEMS
During the period of February 2005 - June 2007, the New Hampshire Rural
Development Council (NHRDC) spearheaded the preparation of a three phase study
aimed toward providing an analysis of options to increase broadband penetration in
northern New Hampshire communities. Phase one detailed the vision and outlined action
steps to increase public awareness and stimulate demand in order to entice broadband
service providers to invest in deploying advanced technology in the North Country.
Phase II consisted of a detailed situation analysis and needs assessment followed by a
broad series of stakeholder meetings focused on establishing a unified agreement relative
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to the path forward. Phase III provided an analysis of the existing open access
infrastructure, service improvement, and regulatory options available in order to establish
mid-mile open access hubs with route diversity in the seven regional economic centers of
the North Country. The study generated interest and alignment relative to the need for
action resulting in a number of initiatives.

Northern New Hampshire
Master Plan

Phase I
COMPLETE

Needs
Assessment

Situation
Analysis
Phase II
COMPLETE

Phase III

VISION

ALIGNMENT
Case for Building a
“Mid-Mile”
Deployment Plan

Analysis of
Infrastructure & Service
Improvement Options

Regulatory &
Public Policy
Developments

STRATEGY
& TACTICS

SHS Observation
At a high level the goal of increasing broadband penetration appears to be the same,
however, the problem of basic high speed access addressed by the study was/is more
severe in northern New Hampshire. When the study was commissioned a high percentage
of entire towns in the northern counties of the state only had dial-up internet access. From
an infrastructure perspective the initial focus was on the establishment of mid-mile open
access hubs with route diversity in the seven regional economic centers and eventually
expanding outward into smaller towns.
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Town/County Availability
Coos – 67% w/o Cable or DSL
Cheshire - 32% w/o Cable or DSL
Grafton - 19% w/o Cable or DSL
A review of the study reveals a number of recommendations that could apply to the
Lakes Region. The following action steps associated with using demand aggregation as a
tool to entice broadband service providers to invest in deploying advanced technology
have the most merit:
Goal One: Drive down costs for large capacity bandwidth users throughout northern
New Hampshire.
Develop a bandwidth aggregation program that identifies large institutional (public
and private) bandwidth users in northern New Hampshire. Map the results and look for
clusters of users.
Hold bandwidth aggregation workshops throughout the region. Show how pooling
of demand can simultaneously lower costs and increase available bandwidth.
Develop and maintain a mailing list of network administrators in the region.
Encourage frequent and regular communication among network administrators,
including regular lunch or breakfast meetings.
Goal Two: Create more opportunities for local and regional access providers in the
North County.
Meet with local and regional access providers to determine how bandwidth buyers
can work with them to increase the total bandwidth into the region. Find out what
limits the access providers from increasing the amount of bandwidth they can provide.
Goal Three: Ensure that health care facilities and providers in northern NH have access
to affordable broadband that supports their needs.
Canvass health care providers and facilities in the region to determine current
amount of broadband in use, and costs.
Encourage pooling of broadband access both within the health care community
and by combining health-related broadband needs with other bulk broadband
users in the region.
Goal Four: Ensure that higher education facilities in the region have affordable
broadband access and are able to make best use of the proposed regional intranet.
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Canvass higher education facilities in the region to determine current amount of
broadband in use, and costs.
Encourage pooling of broadband access both within the higher education
community and by combining higher education-related broadband
needs with other bulk broadband users in the region.

SHS Analysis and Recommendations
The stated goal of this study is to analyze seven existing plans and programs in
order to identify an efficient approach that will serve as a platform for the development of
a detailed regional broadband expansion action plan. The following is a summary of the
analysis and recommendations.
1. State of New Hampshire Broadband Action Plan
After years of inaction and discussion, the state finally has the basic framework of a plan.
The FCC and state have adopted a broadband definition based on bandwidth tiers tied to
usage and driver applications rather than focusing on a fixed number. Unfortunately the
plan is currently tabled, however, there appears to be a good chance of SB 159 passing
this session with funding from the new American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of
2009. Action Plan item 10 is directly related to the planning commission.
Action Item 10: Engage regional planning commission’s to collect data and coordinate
broadband efforts.
The Broadband Entity should work collaboratively with the regional planning
commissions in the coordination of broadband efforts and data collection. By partnering
with the regional planning commissions and the local governments, the broadband entity
would have a state-wide, regional, and local focus on broadband initiatives. As the
outreach efforts discovered, New Hampshire already has ongoing broadband initiatives
that have local, regional, and state-wide impact on broadband availability and
affordability. If broadband is going to be seen as a critical infrastructure, the State
should review the existing Statute RSA 674:2 that outlines Master Planning requirements
for municipalities and determine how to possibly better incorporate broadband planning
into these efforts.
2. N.H. PUC broadband mandates
3. FairPoint’s regional broadband expansion plans
The deployment of broadband and regulation of internet service providers is beyond the
regulatory jurisdiction of the New Hampshire Public Service Commission; however
FairPoint has made a number of commitments associated with broadband expansion as part
of the recent franchise transfer case and final agreement stipulations. Plans include a major
upgrade of the present interoffice network to a next generation IP/MPLS backbone
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network with increased capacity and improved redundancy, and increasing last mile
broadband penetration by upgrading DSL service offerings in all exchanges to an
ADSL2+ platform. Upgrades include exchanges (like 476-Sandwich) which do not
currently have access to DSL; and qualifying remote terminals, benefiting towns (like
Holderness) currently beyond the reach of existing DSL services. FairPoint’s interoffice
network (IOF) serving the lakes region (Attachment 1) is deployed in a ring topology
which should offer adequate redundancy. The IOF is also an open access network
providing route diversity options to other carriers. The planned core network upgrades
should also provide adequate bandwidth capacity to the region. The last mile appears to
be the regional bottleneck.
4. Southern Illinois broadband demand aggregation process
5. FairPoint’s “I want my broadband from FairPoint” program
FairPoint has adopted and modified the S. Illinois demand aggregation process as a way
to prioritize their broadband expansion program. Bruce Ballantyne, FairPoint Broadband
Deployment VP. and Frank Knott of ViTAL Economy both agree that active
participation by the Lakes Region Planning Commission as a sponsor of the "I Want My
Broadband from FairPoint” program has the real potential of positively impacting
infrastructure deployment decisions.
6. Identify Regional Cable TV (CATV) companies and research broadband expansion
plans
It is obvious by the lack of response from two of the three CATV companies serving the
region that there is a lot opportunity for collaboration and improving relations. (Metrocast
is the exception)
7. Northern NH Technology Master Plan applicable action items
From an infrastructure perspective the primary focus of the study was on the
establishment of mid-mile open access hubs with route diversity. In the Lakes Region
broadband expansion is a last mile issue. The aggregation of demand in order to entice
broadband service providers to invest in the deployment of advanced technology is the
most applicable action item.
A) Develop a bandwidth aggregation program that identifies large institutional (public
and private) bandwidth users in northern New Hampshire. Map the results and look for
clusters of users. B) Hold bandwidth aggregation workshops throughout the region.
Show how pooling of demand can simultaneously lower costs and increase available
bandwidth. C) Develop and maintain a mailing list of network administrators in the
region.
Recommendations
There is no secret formula associated with broadband expansion, absent direct regulatory
control, broadband service providers need to have an incentive to expand their network
into underserved areas. That incentive can be provided by government through grants, tax
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breaks, relaxed licensing requirements, right-off-way easements, and even stimulus
packages. The combination of the unprecedented amount of money ($7.2B) allocated as
part of American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 to fund initiatives aimed at
increasing access to affordable broadband technology coupled with the recently released
NH Broadband Action Plan and SB- 159; and the regulatory commitments made by
FairPoint regarding broadband expansion have created a set of incentives that will
ultimately provide the greatest increase in availability since the internet was introduced to
New Hampshire. The rollout of initiatives will take some time to get organized, but as
they materialize, the regions that are positioned to take advantage of the programs and
offerings will receive priority. While waiting for the broadband tsunami to hit, the LRPC
broadband team should conduct the following activities:
1. Organization: It is important for LRPC to put a structure in place to represent the
region as a single point of contact and resource; acting as facilitator, coordinator, project
manager, town representative and advocate. Regions with a unified voice and structured
approach will receive priority over individual organizations and towns competing for
funding and programs.
2. Last mile: The mid-mile appears to have adequate redundancy and capacity. Focus
studies and planning on the last mile which appears to be the regional broadband
expansion bottleneck.
3. Alignment: Develop a marketing plan to educate, engage, and organize communities
and other stakeholders, this is a process that requires unity.
4. Aggregation: Aggregate and map demand by town and geographic area utilizing FCC
broadband tiers. FairPoint has committed to expand and upgrade their network and they
plan to utilize a demand aggregation program as a prioritization tool. The question is if
LRPC wants to partner with them or do it individually. LRPC should explore the option
of partnering with FairPoint. A productive arrangement should go beyond the trade of
demand information for an infrastructure deployment prioritization vote. It would be
reasonable to expect that LRPC will have access to a map of demand pockets
highlighting the areas that are not currently on FairPoint’s expansion schedule to use
during discussions with other carriers (example: CATV & wireless providers).
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5. CATV Engagement: Develop a matrix of the expansion requirement terms of the
individual town CATV contracts. Couple the findings with the demand aggregation
results above rolled up to a regional level in order to leverage your bargaining position
relative to network upgrades and expansions.
6. Inventory: Create an inventory and possibly map the private networks serving
businesses within the region. Identify opportunities for satisfying demand highlighted
during the aggregation process through the utilization of excess capacity. For instance,
SHS Consulting recently learned that NHEC, the electric utility serving a substantial part
of the LRPC area, has completed feasibility and planning studies for a major
telecommunications infrastructure upgrade project throughout its service area from
northern Coos to Rockingham County including most of the Lakes Region. The wide area telecommunication network consists of microwave and fiber optic links and are
planned to be independent of existing commercially available managed services. The
Co-op is anticipating deployment of the first elements of the project in 2009 and is
actively engaged in evaluating opportunities for telecommunications sharing
arrangements with other utilities as well as public and private entities.
7. Regulations: Review master plans, policies and ordinances with an eye toward
identifying and addressing issues impacting broadband expansion.
8. Tracking: FairPoint has a responsibility to report their progress to the PUC and appears
to be open to sharing their regional specific plans. To the extent possible, LRPC should
be engaged in the prioritization of upgrades within the area and implement a process to
monitor and track progress.
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ATTACHMENT 1 – CURRENT INTEROFFICE NETWORK
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ATTACHMENT 2

Broadband Inquiry Form
Thank you for joining the Community and Economic Development Connect NNE demand aggregation
project.
Your inquiry will be added to data from others to help define the network needs of your area.
All fields with an asterisk (*) MUST be completed
*First Name
*Last Name
Group or Affiliation name (if applicable)

*Service Address
*Service Address City
*Service Address State
*Service Address ZIP Code

Mailing Address (if different)
City (if different)
State (if different)
ZIP Code (if different)
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If your service address is a Rural Route
Address, P. O. Box, or other non-911-style
address, please provide directions from the
nearest major landmark.

*Service Phone Number
Contact Phone Number
Email Address

Do you already have Internet service at this
location? If so, what kind of service do you
have at present?

I don't have any Internet service
at this time.
Dial-up
DSL
Cable Modem
Fixed Wireless
Satellite
Other Internet

Is this service for your home, or for your
business?

Do you have any other special needs, or are
there other Internet-related services in which
you are interested?

Home

Business

I am interested in Web site
hosting.
I am interested in eCommerce
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(selling my goods or services
online).
I use my connection to send or
receive large files (large
graphics, blueprints, professional
audio or video)
I am interested in VOIP (VoiceOver-IP, using my Internet
connection to supplement or
replace traditional phone service)
I am interested in server colocation or dedicated hosting.

Are there any other special services you may
need, or any other details relevant to your
request? If so, please enter them here.
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ATTACHMENT 3 – SUMMARY OF KEY FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Lakes Region Planning Commission
Comprehensive Economic Development Strategy
Broadband Expansion Study
March 2009
GOAL
Analyze seven existing plans and programs in order to identify an efficient approach that
will serve as a platform for the development of a detailed regional broadband expansion
action plan.
• State of New Hampshire Broadband Action Plan
• N.H. PUC broadband mandates
• FairPoint’s regional broadband expansion plans
• Southern Illinois broadband demand aggregation process
• FairPoint’s “I want my broadband from FairPoint” program
• Regional Cable TV companies and broadband expansion plans
• Northern NH Technology Master Plan action items

KEY FINDINGS
1. Absent direct regulatory control, broadband service providers need an incentive to
expand their network into underserved areas.
2. The combination of the $7.2B allocated as part of American Recovery and
Reinvestment Act coupled with the recently released NH Broadband Action Plan
and SB-159; and the regulatory commitments made by FairPoint regarding
broadband expansion contain the greatest set of incentives for network expansion
since the internet was introduced to New Hampshire.
3. The State of New Hampshire Broadband Action Plan is currently tabled pending
the appointment of a new DED Director. Applicable action plan items are
dependent on funding.
4. The FCC and state have adopted a broadband definition that is based on
bandwidth tiers tied to usage and driver applications rather than focusing on a
fixed number.
5. The deployment of broadband and regulation of internet service providers is
beyond the regulatory jurisdiction of the New Hampshire Public Utilities
Commission; however FairPoint has made a number of commitments associated
with broadband expansion as part of the recent franchise transfer case and final
agreement stipulations.
6. FairPoint’s expansion plans include a major upgrade of the present interoffice
network to a next generation IP/MPLS backbone network with increased capacity
and improved redundancy.
7. FairPoint also plans to increase last mile broadband penetration by upgrading
DSL service offerings in all exchanges to an ADSL2+ platform. This includes
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exchanges (like 476-Sandwich) which do not currently have access to DSL, and
qualifying remote terminals, benefiting towns (like Holderness) currently beyond
the reach of existing DSL services.
8. The mid-mile appears to have adequate redundancy and capacity. The last mile
appears to be the regional broadband expansion bottleneck.
9. FairPoint is planning to utilize a broadband aggregation process similar to the
successful program introduced in Southern Illinois as a network expansion
prioritization tool.
10. Lack of response from regional Cable TV companies (Metrocast exception)
11. Aggregation of demand is a key component in all of the plans analyzed.

RECOMMENDATIONS
The rollout of initiatives will take some time to get organized, but as they materialize, the
regions that are positioned to take advantage of the programs and offerings will receive
priority. While waiting for the broadband tsunami to hit, the LRPC broadband team
should conduct the following activities:
1. Organization: It is important for LRPC to put a structure in place to represent the
region as a single point of contact and resource; acting as facilitator, coordinator, project
manager, town representative and advocate. Regions with a unified voice and structured
approach will receive priority over individual organizations and towns competing for
funding and programs.
2. Last mile: The mid-mile appears to have adequate redundancy and capacity. Focus
studies and planning on the last mile which appears to be the regional broadband
expansion bottleneck.
3. Alignment: Develop a marketing plan to educate, engage, and organize communities
and other stakeholders, this is a process that requires unity.
4. Aggregation: Aggregate and map demand by town and geographic area utilizing FCC
broadband tiers. FairPoint has committed to expand and upgrade their network and they
plan to utilize a demand aggregation program as a prioritization tool. The question is if
LRPC wants to partner with them or do it individually. LRPC should explore the option
of partnering with FairPoint. A productive arrangement should go beyond the trade of
demand information for an infrastructure deployment prioritization vote. It would be
reasonable to expect that LRPC will have access to a map of demand pockets
highlighting the areas that are not currently on FairPoint’s expansion schedule to use
during discussions with other carriers (EXAMPLE: CATV/wireless providers).
5. CATV Engagement: Develop a matrix of the expansion requirement terms of the
individual town CATV contracts. Couple the findings with the demand aggregation
results above rolled up to a regional level in order to leverage your bargaining position
relative to network upgrades and expansions.
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6. Inventory: Create an inventory and possibly map the private networks serving
businesses within the region. Identify opportunities for satisfying demand highlighted
during the aggregation process through the utilization of excess capacity.
7. Regulations: Review master plans, policies and ordinances with an eye toward
identifying and addressing issues impacting broadband expansion.
8. Tracking: FairPoint has a responsibility to report their progress to the PUC and appears
to be open to sharing their regional specific plans. To the extent possible, LRPC should
be engaged in the prioritization of upgrades within the area and implement a process to
monitor and track progress.

NETWORK TERMINOLOGY
Mid-Mile -The backbone or mid-mile network is the basic building block required to
deliver broadband services to a community.
Last Mile -The last mile is the portion of the network that delivers services to the
individual end user.
Open Access - Open access is a term used to describe a network infrastructure that
supports multiple broadband/internet access providers.
Bandwidth - Bandwidth is the amount of data that can be transmitted and received over a
particular infrastructure. Broadband vocabulary: Bit=binary digit (0 or 1); bps=bits per
second; kbps=kilobits per second (1000); Mbps=megabits per second (1 million); Tbps=
terabits per second (1 trillion).
Redundancy - Network architecture that provides protection against catastrophic failure
(sometimes referred to as backhoe fade). Route diversity is a common form of last mile
redundancy involving the installation of separate cable entrances into a building. SONET
(Synchronous Optical Network) is a common mid-mile network configuration deployed
in a dual ring configuration, one serving as the primary path and the other as backup. In
the event that the primary ring fails the network automatically wraps or switches to seal
the ring.

